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P.I.Fomin, A.T.Zemlyakov

Killing Vectora and Covariant Operators oX Momenta for

Fermion in Curved Space

She operators of linear and angular momenta of ferinion in oymraet-

rio curved apace with Killing vectora aro constructed in the form

covariant in respect to transformations of ooordinata and local

tetrads. Some applications of this formalism are considered.
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Ia the curved space the angular and orbital momenta ara not

conserved in general (nbout construction of conserved values on

the basis of the Neter theorem one can see in [1"] ). Conserved

momentum operators can be constructed only Tor the spaces with

symmetries. 3y the symmetry is meant the existence of Killing

vectors in the space. On the other hand, for fermion description

it is necessary to take the tetrad fields //,{7lXj/&/which are

in general dependent on coordinates and are determined by the

condition ££'""' =• ACn v to within the local Lorentz trans-

formation in every point of the space £3J . (This transforma-

tion works with the Latin indices, simultaneously the Greek ones

are for the space-time coordinates). In order to the physical

quantities should be invariant over a group of general coordina-

te and tetrad transformations, the momentum operators have to be

the covariant ones. The object of the given work is to find such

operators. In the case of Minkovsky space they must be reduced

to the usual operators of the angular and linear momenta £4_7 .

For the static metric an operator conservation is

equivalent to its commutation with the Dirac operator. Therefo-

re, we seek the operators which commute with the Dirac operator.

Let ( f^A / is a set of generators, of Killing transforma

tions numbered by index ft and / C ^ are the suitable vectors

of coordinate displacements

Define the momentum operators as generators of Killing transfor

maiions which commute with the Dirac operator 2>

j
(Simicolon means the covariant derivative with respect to met

O 2> , JA] - © . (3)
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The equation (5) denotes that *"£ fx) does not change the funoti

onal dependence on the coordinates after transformation with

generators J^ i.e.

Since ib C*) is explicitly dependent on A^ Cx) , the same

condition must be carried out and for the tetrads. To satisfy

the condition (**•) the usual tetrad transformation

(comma mccns a derivative with respect to suitable coordinate)

must be added by tetrad rotation with a matrix AA,, (K)

which is determined from the condition :

The matrix /!.,„ (x)can be presented in the infinitesimal form

obtain the following exprea

sion :

Now we define the momentum operator J n being related to

Killing vector field by expression

-r _ |,>A ̂ .̂ -i- cD ,^ "2T ''* (8)

In the formula (8) the first term can be associated (at least

in the flat space ) with the operator of orbital or linear mo-

mentum 6 (Just that which depends on the Killing

vector), whereas the second term can be connected with the opera-

tor of spin Cf .
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Let ua proceed to the transformation properties of the

rator "2>{k ) . After the Killing transformation (1) *2

is changed, as follows: O (";<•)— =r S" O f 3 «

The equality (9) can be considered as the definition of the

transformation law for *2>(x ) • Then from (4) it follows

that

C 2>, J* 7 ~ o (no)

Now we show that the operator JA i3 changed as two-index

spinor when the tetrads rotate with the matrix A<f ~ VT-*••• £^*"

(without coordinate transformations). For that it is convenient

to write ,Jfi in the form : •

The first term in (11) is the covariant operator, hence, we

must check only the second ternu.In the new tetrads ^ C*£)

/l/M/tVtne second term in (11) has a form;f £*'/7/^/'r/ 7 ^
Using the property of the, Killing vector fa;»> ~~M">>. \ w e

obtain after some calculations

Finally, the transformation law can bo written in the matrix

notations
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Jor and as follows

where a square bracket in the last term means that the diffe-

rentiation operators from / act oa 2> //, . Prom (14)

it is seen that linear momentum (for which Li^Ci in the

flat space) obtains the spin part in the same way as angular

one. Addition of the spin part to the linear momentum allows

to convert the commutative relations and eigenvalues of ope

rator to the invariant ones.

In this way the operator J^ is coveriant with respect

to the tetrad transformations. It is also seen from the formu-

lae (7) end (8) that]is a scalar over tho general coordinate

transformations. The covariance of the operators «J A

means that their commutative relations and eigenvalues are not

dependent on choosing frame of reference and tetrads.

Consider some examples, let the tetrads t,^sa &ff
are given in the Uinkowsky space. The Killing vectors cor-

responding to rqtation around origin have the form A^R = <̂ //\' '-

^b-^X '*\ Using the formulae (7) end (8) for the operators j

we obtain

+ .2 , (15)
* " • • i

that coincides (as a result of multiplication by -I )

with the usual operator of the angular momentum/~4 J.

As a second example we consider in the space with the

metric
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0 + 3<7M? -J?2) J (16)

the spheric tetrads /,„' - lt,'=» <=f' , [ f - (cj'-f _ ) " " ' _,

.(all the other components are equal to zero). For the operators

J ^ we obtain the following expressions

J . * = ^ ^ ' • _ (17)

Note that the letter are the same operators (15) being written

in other tetrads.

for the third example we take the sphere «S of

unit radius and give the triad of orthonormal vector fields

£? (2 =,/,2,3)f5 7:

/ i-IT/. £.,.. r'C / . t _ * ' (18)

where ( J" ' _J ' .) are the euklidean coordinates in ft

in which 5 J ia embedded. cf<«,y is the antisymmetric ton
sor ( &,&!=/ ). Vectors ^ are the Killing ones on .S •*
f6.J. Then the momentum operators ,J; have,the form s
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Consider now the simple example when the inhomogeneous tet-

rads lead to observed physical consequences. Namely, assume

that under some conditions the space topology is changed as

follows R2*-* R £ © S ( . These conditions will be discussed

bellow. Two possible choices of the tetrad fields /i and h

.when the axis 3 is removed from the space, are the following

(20)

S/'A- )

The tetrads 4 and A can not be transformed to each ot-

her by continuous way. • tie shall now consider only the Qz )

plane, hence, the Latine indices have xhe values / and Z .

In the cylindric coordinates C 2 , j>, V? )

and tetrads J? the Dirac equation
A

gives the following oigen-functions of electron ( - ) and posit-

ron (+ )•:

•* s- ' /

¥>
(22)



, 4*1 'J -^((Vfr) j ,

M - o , ± / , + x , ...

J(| - are tho Bessel functions of the h order

To obtain the eigen functions in the tetrads /* it is

necessary to perform the following transformation in (22) :

i$0c)+J , (H±j4 ) —* /W , whore I is the unit matrix .

The appearance of the matrix /)\.¥J can be explained as

follows. Note at first, that a is the matrix of the spinor

transformation from tetrads /f to /< , and (since

A and -̂ can not be transformed to each other by con-

tinuous way) "2> C ̂  ) ^a3 discontinuity in the half-

plane ( fy,s ) ; x > <=> )• Hence, to

obtain the continuous functions in the tetrads h

it is necessary to choise in the tetrads U the dis -

continuous solutions and transform them to the tetrads h

with matrix ZiCvJ. As a result the radial dependence will be

described by the Bessel functions of a half-integer order that,

in its turn, leads to vanish the wave functions (22) on the

axis 5 in the assumption that ,• the latter is removed from the

space. Bellow the eigenstates (22) will be named as the twisted

states. In the cylindrical tetrads h the H - projection

of'the angular momentum is given by the eigenvalues of the opo -

retor M4 S J - C ^ . Calculating J& with the formulae

(7) i (8) we obtain in the tetrads U : J 2 - ^w

(cf. (17)). Operating then by Mt on the wave function

*~yp\<-rtS w e obtain the eigenvalues of the operator of the

angular momentum & - projection

Tl>'^ts • (2?)

!Chey are integer. It should ba compared the obtained result

with the quantization of the angular momentum in the tetrads

Jl where the eigenvalues of the operator f-\~.
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DS it is known, [.*"], are the half-integer ones for Tension. In

fact, the solution (22) are physically unlike those in the tetrads

y.
With the view of mathematics the distinction between two tet-

rads is in the curvature of the appropriate s'pin connectedness

[6,7 3. The expressions for the spin connectedness P rtft^

and the curvature RAn^/v (A,B,C are the spinor indices) are

given below

A _ r /A rfl pt pC prt (24)
&M I / l l " 1 l X

riA _ r /A rfl pt pC

The physical meaning of P-* h x w

is shown when the spinor is transfering along the closure way C.

The spinor change is given by the following :

1 . ^J)

where c/7- is the element of the space 3 with the boun —

dary C ( 1)& = C ). In the tetrads Jj*

we have ft,*^^ « 0 . For the tetrads ^ the curvatu-

re of the spin connectedness has the singularity along the axis<T

It represents the fact that in the cylindrical tetrads jj

the spinor changes the sign after transfer around the axis Z •

We can assume that the twisted states V ^ s
(22) should appear near the linear defects in the space, in par

ticular not far from the cosmic string [ 8-11 ~\. For the cosmic

string the space-time is locally flat one. But globally the

space-time has the conic singularity along the string with the
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deficit of ths angle oi-—£*;/•(? yv , where O- ia the Newton constant

and /Y .is the mass density on an unit of string length [12-14-1.

In order that the wave function should be continuous it is necessa-

ry to require its vanishing along the string. This condition leads

to the twisted states since for all tho quantum numbers ( pic M s )

the wave function V^/JK «i (22) vanish at j-vO ,

Though locally the fermion behaviour i3 equal in the twisted

and untwisted states (it is seen in comparing 3?eynman progrators

for the two cases : they differ in OO*-*'I / ?) » where $

is the distance from the axis 2 ), there can exists the global

effects in which the twisted states ere appeared.

Consider the experiment on the particle scattering on dofeet

(fig. 1a,b). Remember that ferniion obtains the additional phase

<^b(iX\) after circuit of defect. Then it is easily seen that in

the scattering on defect the relative phase of the probability

amplitudes extended along the ways 1 and 2, lying on the diffe -

rent side of defect, is shifted by If" against the

case without defect. In this way the mi-

nima on the screen are substituted by maxima vice versa (Fig.ib).

In the given paper we hBVO constructed the operators which

are the generators of the Killing transformations and act on the

spinor wave functions. The covariance of obtained operators both

as over general coordinate transformations and over tetrad rota-

tions in every point of the spaoe-time is proved. In the case of

the flat space-time this obtained operators coincide with those

of the anglular and linear momenta. In the nonflat space-time

the operators of the angular and linear momenta acquire the app-

ropriate spin parts which conserve their covariance. The solution

of the Dirac equation in the cylindric tetrad3 have been found

and tho wave functions of the spinor twisted states have been

constructed. Then it was shown that in the twisted states Z -

projection of the angular momentum have integral values and the

wave function vanishes on the axis Z. We give the arguments in

favour of that the twisted states are realized v/hen in the space

there are linear defects, in particular the cosmic strings. The

experiment on the particle scattering in the twisted states is

examined .
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Fig.1•

a. .b

"be particle scattering on the defect (Pig.ib). The relative

phase o* the probability amplitudes extended alont; the ways 1 and

2 is shifted by CT in comparison with the case without defect

(i'ig. 1a), that leads to change of the interference picture on

the screen.
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